1. Cut out pattern on black lines. Trace pattern on fabric with top edge aligned along a seamed edge of child apron.*

2. Cut neck straps and the tie straps off of a child apron.

3. Unpick seams of straps.* Stitch ends together to form one long strap.

4. Using long strap, iron strap open. Iron in half wrong sides together, forming a center crease down the middle. Fold each raw edge towards the center crease and press well. Fold strap in half again lengthwise and press well.

5. Cut strap in half for a total of two straps. One strap will make one doll apron. Label straps 1 and 2. Set aside strap 2 for additional apron.

6. Using strap 1, start at point A and pin to point B, leaving 9½" portion for neck. Pin from C to D and around the bottom back to point A. Overlap by 1¼”. Top stitch around entire strap, mitering each corner.*

7. Sew (1) 12” ribbon for a tie at point A. Repeat for other side at point D.

8. Embroider or embellish apron.

* Repeat steps 6-8 with strap 2 to make another apron.

* See Tuesday Tips video for more detailed tips.